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TAIWANESE CULTURAL 
DIPLOMACY IN TAIWAN



Why CD within Taiwan is important

Public democracy endangered: Cultural diplomacy can be

 Loss of diplomatic relations
 Loss of capital places to

represent
 Official foreign policy hard to

conduct

 Indirect and informal
 NGO-run, 
 non-state actors
 relies on civil society and

citizen engagement
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Sizable: Migrant population in Taiwan Today

 Top region of origin: 
- Mainland China
- SouthEast Asia 

 top six countries of origin in 
Southeast Asia: - Vietnam, 
- Indonesia, - Thailand, 
- Philippines, Cambodia, 
- Malaysia
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Main groups of  migrants in Taiwan

1. 400.000 Migrant workers
in fishing (20,000), construction and manufacturing
industries

2. > 249,000 care workers in private families (children, 
elderly), 90% female

3. 524,017 marriage immigrants
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Taiwanese Non-state actors of  Cultural 
Diplomacy in Taiwan
 NGOs for migrants
 NGOs of migrants (self-organizing)
 Migrant-specific labour unions
 Churches
 Taiwanese media
 Taiwanese authors
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Adressants of  Taiwanese Cultural Diplomacy

International/ global community Taiwanese children
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„Hero Acting to End Modern Slavery Award”
2017
US- Trafficking in Persons
Report
Recipient: 
Allison Lee (李麗華)
First-ever recipient from
Taiwan 
Yilan Migrant Fishermen 
Union (YMFU) estab. 2013
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Eight "trafficking in person heroes"

From: 
1. Argentina
2. Brazil
3. Cameroon
4. Hungary
5. India
6. Morocco
7. Thailand
8. Taiwan
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Taiwanese writers about migrant children

 Do not call me „Foreign 
Bride“, 2005
(Hsia Hsiao-chuan)
 Do not call me Foreign 

Bride‘s Child, 2010
(Luo Mingdao)
 Saigon Kid, 2009 

(Zhang Youyu)
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Taiwanese writing about Vietnamese in Taiwan
Zhang Youyu 張友漁

 female
 born 1964 in Yuli Township, 

Hualien County 
花蓮縣玉里鎮

 rural childhood, later moved
to Kaohsiung for work
 mostly writes about the

places she is familiar with
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Education, Parenting, Family Lifestyle

Qualification of author to write
this story: 
1. 2 weeks in rural Vietnam and

experiences not knowing the
local language

2. Own childhood in poor
surroundings
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Zhang Youyu – class on „Saigon 
Kid“  
https://www.parenting.com.tw/article/5026239



Zhang Youyu: motivation to write
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„My father is a hooligan“ 
 to help children in abusive families

„You, with the skirt“
Empowering teenage girls

Generally: importance of the family in 
Zhang Youyu‘s books

100



The Vietnamese in Taiwan = the Vietnam bride
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Stereotypes  duplicated by Zhang Youyu
 Taiwanese husband is older and

handicapped
 Dependence on money of the mother-in 

– law
 Cruel treatment by the mother-in-law
 Pregnancy is forced upon the Vietnamese 

bride
 Vietnamese family is rural and poor



But on the contrary
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 Vietnam is paradise + 
dream
 Vietnamese cuisine is

superior to the local
Taiwanese



Empowerment of  the migrant bride

Leads to a more equal partnership
Creating a modern family = father is

present and contributes

Happy end: Diverse family due to the visit
of a Western foreigner + his
acknowledgement of the father‘s
expertise
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The Parental Family Guard
niangjia huweidui 娘家護衛隊



Assessment of  Zhang Youyu‘s Taiwanese 
cultural diplomacy
Taiwan Vietnam

+ Taiwan is more advanced and
urbanized
- But the Taiwanese family is very tradi-
tional and not happy 

+ is not inferior 
+ and neither are the Vietnamese 
+ presence of Vietnamese can improve
Taiwan
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Zhang Youyu‘s solution is the „global citizen“. Taiwanese future society is envisioned
as diverse. The Taiwanese characteristics are not worth preserving. 
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